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Nurturing the Joy of Learning
Marshall Cavendish Education (MCE) is a global education solutions provider dedicated
to nurturing the joy of learning and preparing students for the future. We believe the
best way to do so is by simplifying learning and listening to the needs of schools,
teachers, students, and parents.
We make our world-class educational content more accessible through a seamless
experience that integrates both print and digital resources.
We provide holistic and end-to-end solutions customised to the school’s requirements,
with professional development to help educators implement the curriculum.

Educational Content
That Takes You On A Journey Of Discovery
Education doesn’t have to be boring. From early
childhood through primary and secondary, research-based
educational resources have been crafted by education
experts to turn the school years into an engaging adventure
for every student’s mind.

Professional
Development
Programmes

MCE
COMPLETES
YOUR LEARNING
JOURNEY

Digital Solutions
For Seamless Learning

Your Path to Excellence

Educators learn too. We’re with you on
your path to excellence.
Our professional development programmes
are developed by in-house education experts
and partners such as Nanyang Technological
University (NTU), to arm educators with the latest
knowledge and advance their skills. We believe
that when teaching expertise grows, so does
the learning of students.

Designed to keep up with the
evolving needs of education, our
digital solutions support blended learning
and provide an engaging and interactive
learning experience. This approach will
be the blueprint for how students learn in
the post-pandemic years.

Our Global Reach
and Recognition
MCE has worked with ministries, policymakers,
educators, and parents in over

85 countries, designing

education solutions in 14 languages for Pre-K to 12.

We have gained recognition globally with consistent top performance in international studies
such as TIMSS, PIRLS, PISA and the Global Competitiveness Report.
We are the only Asian publisher that has been an endorsement partner of Cambridge
Assessment International Education since 2019.

Trends in International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS)

1995

– 1995, 1999, 2003, 2007, 2011
Since 1995, Singapore has been ranked as one
of the top-performing countries by TIMSS.

2001

Progress in International Reading
Literacy Study (PIRLS)
– 2001, 2006
Singapore saw a marked ranking
improvement in the PIRLS rank, from 15th in
2001 to 4th in 2006. Singapore also ranked
2nd among the education systems that
took tests solely in English.

The Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA)

2009

– 2009, 2012, 2016
Our 15-year-old students regularly emerge
top for Mathematics, Science, and Reading
in The Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA), a prestigious triennial
benchmarking assessment.

2019

Cambridge Assessment International
Education
– 2019
Marshall Cavendish Education is the
only Asian publisher that has been an
endorsement partner of Cambridge
Assessment International Education
since 2019.

ENGLISH

Learning Pathways

Our materials are thoughtfully crafted to accompany
students on their learning journey, from Preschool to a
Secondary level. Discover how our selection of titles suit
each educational level in the diagrams below.
CEFR LEVELS
The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEFR) is an international standard for describing language ability.
It describes language ability on a six-point scale, from A1 for
beginners, up to C2 for those who have mastered a language.
C2
C1
B2
B1
A1

A2

BASIC USER

INDEPENDENT USER

PROFICIENT USER

Source: http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/exams-and-tests/cefr/
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FIRST STEPS FROM PHONICS TO READING

Grade Nursery – Kindergarten 2

Age 3 and Above

Product Introduction
FIRST STEPS From Phonics to Reading is a unique, easy-to-teach, 3-level language
programme designed for young children learning English as a first language and as a foreign
language. Centred around 75 authentic stories, this programme follows a balanced, wholelanguage, step-by-step approach to develop the four foundational skills of language learning
(reading, writing, speaking and listening). FIRST STEPS aims to develop young independent
readers and effective communicators equipped with strong phonemic awareness and 21st
century competencies.
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FIRST STEPS FROM PHONICS TO READING

Core Components
Readers
Pack

Activity
Book

●

75 engaging readers (fully animated with audio)

●

3 stimulating Activity Books

●

3 detailed Programme Guides

●

approximately 400 colourful flashcards (print and digital)

●

songs, chants and rhymes

●

a digital activity for each reader

Programme Author
and Consultant:
Helen Marjan

The FIRST STEPS programme lays the foundation for all four language skills (reading, writing,
listening and speaking).
With embedded Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) within each reader, and discussion prompts
for parents and teachers, young children learn to understand and respect themselves, others
and the world around them, preparing the way for becoming global citizens.
The Activity Books can be used alongside the 75 books in FIRST STEPS From Phonics to
Reading, to support and supplement the programme. They provide a wealth of hands-on,
enjoyable craft ideas and activities to help children develop a wide range of age-appropriate
skills and to support and reinforce language development.

d

●

75 engaging readers (fully animated with audio)

●

3 stimulating Activity Books

●

3 detailed Programme Guides

●

approximately 400 colourful flashcards (print and digital)

●

songs, chants and rhymes

●

a digital activity for each reader

Level

1

FIRST STEPS From Phonics to Reading
©2020 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Name:

Class:

From Phonics
to Reading

PROGRAMME
GUIDE

Helen Marjan

Helen Marjan

D

For over 60 years, Marshall Cavendish Education has been empowering educators and students in
over 80 countries, with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12 educational solutions. We nurture
world-ready global citizens by equipping students with crucial 21st century skills through our
resources for schools and education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering
to national and international curriculums.
For more information, visit www.mceducation.com.

Level

1

ISBN 978-981-4884-10-5

3/10/19 9:34 AM

6/2/20 7:14 PM

9 7 89 8 1 4 88 4 1 05

Level 1

(Age 4)

Level 2

(Age 5)

L2 Readers Pack
(25 Readers)
9789814917926

Level 3

(Age 6)

FirstSteps_ProgGuide1_Cover.indd 4-6

L1 Readers Pack
(26 Readers)
9789814917919

L3 Readers Pack
(24 Readers)
9789814926126

•

Digital Readers

•

75 Songs, Chants,
Rhymes

•

Lesson Slides for
frontal teaching

•

Flashcard Game
Bank

•

Handwriting
Practices

•

Certificate of
Completion

4/2/20 11:02 AM

L1 Activity Book
9789814884075

L1 Flashcards
Pack (101pcs)
9789814884136

L1 Programme
Guide
9789814884105

L2 Activity Book
9789814884082

L2 Flashcards
Pack (104pcs)
9789814884143

L2 Programme
Guide
9789814884112

L3 Activity Book
9789814884099

L3 Flashcards
Pack (117pcs)
9789814884150

L3 Programme
Guide
9789814884129

3

Digital
Resources

Helen Marjan

About Marshall Cavendish Education

Flashcards3_FINAL.indd 7

FirstSteps_AB1_Cover.indd All Pages

Programme Author
and Consultant:
Helen Marjan

The FIRST STEPS programme lays the foundation for all four language skills (reading, writing,
listening and speaking).

ACTIVITY
BOOK

ISBN 978-981-4884-07-5

9 7 89 8 1 4 88 4 0 75

FIRST STEPS From Phonics to Reading is a unique, easy-to-teach, 3-level
programme for young children. It follows a balanced, whole-language,
step-by-step approach.
The programme comprises:

The Programme Guide contains a detailed introduction to the programme so that teachers can
understand the approach and pedagogy, along with some game and activity ideas which can
be used in any young-learner classroom. Also included are over 60 step-by-step, easy-to-teach
lesson plans, the words for all the songs, chants and rhymes, and the list of Ready reader
words most common English words, to be learned by sight covered in each level. The support
given in this Programme Guide will enable teachers and facilitators to deliver the FIRST STEPS
From Phonics to Reading programme effectively and confidently.

For over 60 years, Marshall Cavendish Education has been empowering educators and students in
over 80 countries, with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12 educational solutions. We nurture
world-ready global citizens by equipping students with crucial 21st century skills through our
resources for schools and education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering
to national and international curriculums.
For more information, visit www.mceducation.com.

Programme
Guide

With embedded Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) within each reader, and discussion prompts
for parents and teachers, young children learn to understand and respect themselves, others
and the world around them, preparing the way for becoming global citizens.

Helen Marjan

About Marshall Cavendish Education

Flashcards

FIRST STEPS From Phonics to Reading Level 1 Programme Guide

The programme comprises:

FIRST STEPS From Phonics to Reading Level 1 Activity Book

FIRST STEPS From Phonics to Reading is a unique, easy-to-teach, 3-level
programme for young children. It follows a balanced, whole-language,
step-by-step approach.

Teachers' Resource
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FIRST STEPS FROM PHONICS TO READING
Level 1 (Age 4)

Ants are Amazing

A Muddy Mess

Tom's Toy

Safi and the Snake

Izzy and the Igloo

Five Funny Fat Frogs

Where is Daddy

Rita and the Rice

9789814884044

9789814904193

9789814904209

9789814904216

9789814904223

9789814904230

9789814904247

9789814904254

Count the Candles

Benjamin Bennett
and the Blue Shoe

Nora's Nasty Cough

Katy Goes to
Kindergarten

The Vegetable
Market

Eddie the Elephant

A Walk in the Woods

Grandma's Jam

9789814904315

9789814904322

9789814904339

9789814904346

9789814904353

9789814904360

9789814904377

9789814904384

Otto the Octopus

Gogo the
Greedy Goat

Lara the Lazy Lion

Helping Hands

Umberto and the
Hurricane

Penny Visits Paris

The Yoyo

Say Please, Baxter

9789814904261

9789814904278

9789814904285

9789814904292

9789814904308

9789814904391

9789814904407

9789814904414

Quiddles

Zac and Zane Play
Hide and Seek

9789814904421

9789814904438

Level 2 (Age 5)

Awesome Sharks

Good Choice,
Charlie

Thelma and the
Loose Tooth

Welcome, Whitney!

Stan's second
Chance

Smile, Mr Smith!

I Spy at the Beach

Scarlet and
the Scooter

9789814884051

9789814904445

9789814904452

9789814904469

9789814904476

9789814904483

9789814904490

9789814904506

Cramer and the
Cracker

Dragons Don't
Dance

Frank and
the Fruit Lady

Grandad

Princess Prunella

Trapped

Different but
the Same

Clip Clap
Riding School

9789814904568

9789814904575

9789814904582

9789814904599

9789814904605

9789814904612

9789814904629

9789814904636
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FIRST STEPS FROM PHONICS TO READING

Snorri in the Snow

Skyler Loves Skiing

Winter is Coming

Rhyming

Brain and Brad
Make Breakfast

Flora the Flamingo

Glenda's New
Glasses

Our Plastic Planet

9789814904513

9789814904520

9789814904537

9789814904544

9789814904551

9789814904643

9789814904650

9789814904667

Sleepy Sloths

9789814904674

Level 3 (Age 6)

Harry and
the New Baby

The Big Fish

Keiko's New School

Quack!

The Emperor and
the Baby Bird

The Camping Trip

The Frog and
the Crow

Let's Bake Cookies!

9789814884068

9789814904681

9789814904698

9789814904704

9789814904711

9789814904728

9789814904735

9789814904742

Oh No!

The Foolish Owl

What Will I Be
When I Grow Up?

Wake Up,
Barley Farm!

Sports Day

A Visit to the Hospital

The Haircut

Hawks

9789814904803

9789814904810

9789814904827

9789814904834

9789814904841

9789814904858

9789814904865

9789814904872

Save Our
Rainforests

Noisy Boys!

Maisy Bakes a Cake

I Scream for
Ice Cream

Hold on Tight!

Splish, Splash!

The Stray Kitten

In the Garden

9789814904759

9789814904766

9789814904773

9789814904780

9789814904797

9789814904889

9789814904896

9789814904902
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FIRST STEPS FROM PHONICS TO READING

Immerses children in a language-rich environment
with authentic stories
FIRST STEPS From Phonics to Reading programme has been specifically designed to create
a language-rich context for effective immersion in English through the introduction of authentic
stories. Suitable for beginners, stories support young children’s development of oral language,
natural creativity and are ideal for building vocabulary.
Some ants look for food,
like an apple.

Some ants clean the anthill.

3

01 Ants are amazing!_READER.indd 3

4

2019/12/24 11:32 AM

01 Ants are amazing!_READER.indd 4

Our programme adopts a unique balanced,
whole-language approach.

Synthetic
Phonics

While many phonics programmes adopt one approach
to phonics instruction, FIRST STEPS is based on
a unique balance of three different approaches to
teaching phonics and phonemic awareness: synthetic,
analytic and embedded phonics.
Phonemes are taught through the systematic, explicit
teaching of sounds that are embedded in relatable
and meaningful books designed to provide young
learners with authentic and memorable reading
experiences.

2019/12/24 11:32 AM

Analytic
Phonics

Embedded
Phonics

Our readers are available in 3 levels:
Level

1

Level

2

26 Books
Sounds that
correspond to the
26 letters of the
English alphabet
– e.g. /d/ or /k/

Level

25 Books
Digraphs and
high-frequency
consonant blends
– e.g. /sh/ or /ch/

6
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3

24 Books
Diphthongs, the
beginning,
middle and ending
sounds of words
– e.g. /ll/ or /ea/

FIRST STEPS FROM PHONICS TO READING

Students will have learnt all 44 sounds of the English
Language and how to blend them together to
read, write and spell words, and will be able to recognise
the 100 most common English sight words by the
end of Level 3!

Equips children with Social and Emotional skills
to succeed in future evolving economies
Each of the 75 readers in FIRST STEPS has a distinct Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)
focus. This is emphasised through the reading of the book, and further highlighted through
questions raised during post-reading. This helps young children learn to understand and respect
themselves, others and the world around them.
It encourages children to be curious and adaptable, work collaboratively with their peers and
build their problem-solving skills. These 21st century skills that SEL imparts are increasingly
necessary and critical for children to successfully navigate their later years and the changing
paradigms of global society.

The
about
learning about
is learning
class is
The class
different
countries.
different countries.

Keiko
shy.
is shy.
Keiko is
worry.
‘Don’t
after
look after
I’ll look
‘Don’t worry. I’ll
you,’
Bill.
says Bill.
you,’ says

‘Don’t
I’ll
worry.I’ll
‘Don’tworry.
look
you.’
afteryou.’
lookafter

77

66

Level 3 Keiko’s New School
SEL Focus: Social Awareness
Cross-cultural curiosity, understanding and acceptance
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FIRST STEPS FROM PHONICS TO READING

Exposes children to multi-sensory experiences
with 600 activities
Young learners learn best when they are exposed to a broad range of multi-sensory experiences.
FIRST STEPS supports a multisensory instructional approach to improve children’s phonemic
awareness and their language and literacy skills.
There are 600 engaging activities within this programme and here are some examples:
Review 3 Core lesson

Activity B

Complete the b words

Activity A

Alphabet stepping stones
Enjoy an alphabet walk with your teacher. As you walk
on or around each of the letters, call out its letter sound.

Trace over all the letters b and B. Then complete and read the b words.

Activity B

S in the sand

___utton

___ook

___athtub

___ug

___oat

Activity B

Float or sink?

Materials needed:

Use a flat tray filled with play sand and enjoy writing
the letter s in the sand.

___ed

Materials needed:
A4 pieces of card or recycled
paper (one for every letter
you wish to review)
A marker pen
(* Write a lower case letter
on all the stepping stones
and lay them on the floor).

Shallow sand trays
Sand

Materials needed:

F is for float. In the story, two funny fat frogs float
in the pool. Which other things can float?

e
z

a

o
n

s

p

m

f

q

Look at the objects and try to guess if you think they
will float or sink. Then get a tub of water and try
them out. Were you right?

v

a spoon

A spoon
A drinking straw
A feather
A coin
A peeled orange
An unpeeled orange
A cork
A leaf
Scissors
A toothbrush
A water tub

a peeled orange

k
an unpeeled orange

x

a drinking straw
scissors

a cork

a feather

Skill:Skill:
Review
Visual
of matching
letter sounds

Skill: Letter formation; word formation

66

©2020 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

©2020 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

FirstSteps_AB1.indd 66

FirstSteps_AB1.indd 117

7/2/20 10:26 AM

Writing and Word
Formation Exercises

Skill: Letter formation

18

©2020 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

FirstSteps_AB1.indd 18

Movement Games

7/2/20 10:25 AM

Kinesthetic Letter
Formation Activities

117
a coin

7/2/20 10:27 AM

a leaf

a toothbrush

Skill: Early science

26

©2020 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

FirstSteps_AB1.indd 26

75 original songs and digital stories to support
frontal teaching
Lively, animated versions of the printed readers bring
the characters in each reader to life!
Children will have fun listening and learning to say the
target sounds and words. They can also practise the
target sounds and words in an engaging way through
our digital readers, games, songs, and flashcards.
Available on

App Store, Play Store,
Windows, MacOS.

,

8
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7/2/20 10:25 AM

Early Science Experiments

FIRST STEPS FROM PHONICS TO READING

Digital Flashcards

Songs and Chants and Rhymes

Digital Flashcards

Teaching is easy, simple and step-by-step
Each reader has 2 lessons: Core and Consolidation, and non-specialist teachers are
empowered to deliver each lesson with just 4 simple steps:

STEP

1

STEP

2

STEP

3

STEP

4

LEAD IN

STORY

ACTIVITIES

ROUND DOWN

A short activity that
stimulates children’s
interest and primes them
for learning.

The main part of the
lesson that represents
the reader focusing
on the keywords and
target sound.

Follow-up activities that
encourage children to
practise the target sound
and keywords.

A recap of the lesson’s
learning points.

9
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FIRST STEPS FROM PHONICS TO READING

lesso n
Leve l 1 - Book 1 Core

Ants are Amazing

Materials needed:
(any)
1. An alphabet poster
2. ‘Busy-sounding’ music
3. Cards for the Ready
reader words from the
XX
book, on page

Lead in
r

Watch the ant appea

you are
board, talking about what
with
Draw a cute ant on the
language input and assist
watch
doing as you go, to provide
skills. Have the children
honing the children’s listening
How many legs
this?
is
What
Ask:
as your ant takes shape.
many heads?
How
ae?
antenn
does it have? How many
ge the
How many feet? Encoura
How many body parts?
parts as you point to them.
children to count the body

Story
Before reading

and predict
the book title with you,
Invite the children to read
ideas,
will be about. Elicit their
what they think the book
dge
draw on their prior knowle
and encourage them to
is in
can you see? What animal
about ants. Ask: What
Are they
know about this animal
this story? What do you
to show big and small).
big or small? (use actions

First reading

Core activity
Follow my leader

ants often follow one
Explain to the children that
another in a line.
the
up behind you, then use
Ask the children to line
the classroom in a
around
space available to march
hop!),
Ants, + verb (e.g. Ants,
line. When you call out,
ent. Some
movem
new
your
follow
the children have to
follow
might have the children
of the movements you
march, hop, jump, take
include: walk, walk faster,
steps, wiggle, wave, etc.
baby steps, take giant

Activity A

,
to listen all the way through
Encourage the children
a focus on creating an
without interruption, with
reading experience.
enjoyable listening and

The ant trail

Please see Activity Book

d reading (optional)

Secon

g, this time
a second reading/listenin
Work your way through
ions, to
’s attention to the illustrat
pausing to draw the children
in the text. Use
to Ready reader words
the sounds in words, and
g them as
repeatin
children
the
with
the sight cards to drill these,
all the a words
for
look
to
children
the
r.
you flash each card. Ask
the short /a/ sound togethe
in the book. Practise saying

– activity A, page 5.

Activity B (optional)
A shape ant

Please see Activity Book

After reading

e /a/.
to practise the focus phonem
Use the lesson flashcards
corresponding
to say each word and its
Encourage the children
XX).
rd game bank, on page
sound (see the Flashca
hension of the story.
Check the children’s compre
is the most important
What do ants do? Which
together?
ant? How do ants work
it
children. Talk about what
the
to
Finally, relate the story
practical
and ‘work together’. Find
means to help each other
m and
can do this in the classroo
examples of how they
Can you carry heavy
strong?
you
Are
at home. Ask:
answers.
together? Elicit yes/no
things? Do you work
focus of the lesson of working
This emphasizes the SEL
r and working collaboratively.
hard, helping one anothe
©2020 Marshall Cavendish

– activity B, page 6.

Round up
the
and introduce them to
Gather the children round
the
to an alphabet poster as
Alphabet song, pointing
to join in.
children listen and start
Note:

it comes
music every day when
You can use the same
will soon learn that when
to pack up time; the children
to pack up.
the music starts, it is time
song,
and sing the Alphabet
round
children
the
Gather
et poster as the children
again, pointing to an alphab
listen and join in.

Education Pte Ltd

Programme guides and lesson PowerPoint
slides comprising teaching instructions are provided to

eliminate unnecessary workload around planning.

Flashcards are perfect to help young learners to
reinforce letter and sound recognition!
Our flashcard game bank supports teachers
with countless exciting ideas to keep young children
interested as they learn.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Product Type

Title
Reading

Skills-based

Vocabulary

My Reading Buddy
Caterpillar Series

Times 1000, 2000, 4000
Word Series (2nd Edition)

My Reading Buddy
Beany’s Picture Book
Series

Times 4000 Words
Activity Book

Phonics
Phonics Activity World

All Kids R Intelligent!
English Readers
Ready to Read

Legend:
Basic –

Skills-based

Intermediate –

Advanced –

My Reading Buddy Caterpillar Series
My Reading Buddy Caterpillar series comprises a set of 12 readers carefully designed to enable young children to learn
in an authentic and relatable manner as they develop essential English language skills.
Suitable for children aged 4 to 6, the readers are categorised into 3 grades: Red Caterpillar, Blue Caterpillar and Green
Caterpillar, with 4 readers for each grade. The series introduces words commonly encountered by children in daily life
and vivid illustrations to spark their reading interest, targeted to improve their reading and speaking skills.

Nursery (Age 4)
Re

My Reading Buddy

Reading

Reading
Aloud

My Reading Buddy

Reading
Aloud

My Reading Buddy

Ribbons

Seesaw

Reading

Reading
Aloud

My Reading Buddy

T he

Reading

Wants

up

Bus

ing

Alou

d

Goo

Co

Ni gh t

Little Monkey

Aloud

My Reading Buddy

Y um !

I L ike

BIacndk
Wh te

The

Seesaw

ou r f u
s
bbon

R

Reading
Aloud

My Reading Buddy

The

C reless

Board

the

Aloud

My Reading Buddy

Reading
Aloud

My Reading Buddy

to

p
Flyanu
d

Reading

Aloud

My Reading Buddy

Swing

Who

Aloud

My Reading Buddy

BIack
and
White

The

C o l our f u l

ad

My Reading Buddy

ATERPILLAR SERIES

It

LEARNING CHINESE WITH FUN • CATERPILLAR 毛毛虫系列

suitable for young children aged 3-6.
o stimulate children’s interest in reading
d their reading comprehension skills.

ISBN 978-981-4905-53-4

9 7 89 8 1 4 90 5 5 34

20/1/20 4:16 PM

Good Night
9789814905534

Colourful Ribbons
9789814905497

The Seesaw
9789814905558

K ndergarten 1 (Age 5)
Re

My Reading Buddy

My Reading Buddy

ad

ing

Alou

d

ATERPILLAR SERIES
Reading

Reading
Aloud

My Reading Buddy

Ribbons

Seesaw

Reading

Reading
Aloud

T he

Swing

Reading

to

Wants

up

Bus

Dad

S

Is

LEARNING CHINESE
FUN
Th s ser WITH
es s a so ava
ab e n•
ChCATERPILLA
nese
u
y
Fl and p
wing
T he

up

Reading
Aloud

My Reading Buddy

The

C reless

Board

the

Aloud

My Reading Buddy

Reading
Aloud

My Reading Buddy

Who

p
Flyanu
d

Reading

Aloud

My Reading Buddy

Aloud

My Reading Buddy

BIack
and
White

The

C o l our f u l

My Reading Buddy

Reading
Aloud

My Reading Buddy

Black and White
9789814905473

Little Monkey

Aloud

My Reading Buddy

Y um !

I L ike

It

suitable for young children aged 3-6.
o stimulate children’s interest in reading
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This series is suitable for young children aged 3-6.
It is designed to stimulate children’s interest in reading
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这一套读本由林美莲博士编写，适合4－6岁幼儿阅读。本系列在文字的运用和故事的编排上都考虑
了各年龄段幼儿的语言发展水平，透过生活化的语言和生动的绘图，激发幼儿的阅读兴趣，提高阅读和

Stay connected with us
on social media!
@mceducation
@mc名创教育
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Early Childhood
Mathematics
+

Up Down All Around

+

Earlybird Kindergarten Mathematics

+

Primary Mathematics (2022 Edition)
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UP DOWN ALL AROUND

Grade Nursery – Kindergarten 2

Age 4 – 6

Product Introduction
Up Down All Around Around is an integrated English and Maths preschool CLIL* programme
that focuses on deep conceptual understanding and mastery of skills in children through
mathematically-rich activities and tasks. It offers an immersive, engaging, and authentic learning
experience like no other!
This programme adopts the highly effective Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract (CPA) approach and
builds on children’s experiences with maths in daily life, making learning meaningful. Building
a strong maths foundation, this series prepares children to learn more complex and abstract
concepts in primary school.
*CLIL stands for Content and Language Integrated Learning.
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UP DOWN ALL AROUND

Core Components

Supporting Resources

Student Book

Activity Book Flashcards

Teacher Resources
Teacher Pack

U P DO W N A L L A RO U ND 1

UP

DOW

DOW

UP

N

FLASH
CARDS

N

ISBN 978-109-910554-8

About Marshall Cavendish Education

9 7 81 0 9 9 10 5 5 48

Illustrat ed by

Our materials are research-based, and our authors are subject experts and experienced educators. Our
insistence on quality has enabled our materials to be approved by the Singapore Ministry of Education since
the 1980s. Over the years, our materials have also gained international recognition and are now used in over
70 countries.

A ROU N

D

Mas S haf reen
Name:

Illustrated by

Mas S haf reen

ISBN 978-981-4861-64-9

9 789814 861649

Class:

Name:

10/6/19 9:20 AM

1

• Digital Activities

k

Dr Yeap Ban Har

Illustrated by
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UDAA_FC1.indd 1
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1

A

LL

For more information, visit www.mceducation.com.

A

Mas S h a f reen

LL

Headquartered in Singapore, we have offices in Thailand, Hong Kong, China, Chile, the United Kingdom
and the United States.

D

Dr Yeap Ban Har

At Marshall Cavendish Education, we believe that high-quality educational content is vital for ensuring
effective teaching and learning. We strive to empower lives by transmitting knowledge, processes and
skills through providing unique educational solutions, and we have been doing so for more than
60 years.

• Scheme of Work

Class:

UDAA_ActBK1_COVER.indd All Pages

29/5/19 10:47 AM

• Lesson Plan PPT
for classroom preparation
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Our materials are research-based, and our authors are subject experts and experienced educators. Our
insistence on quality has enabled our materials to be approved by the Singapore Ministry of Education since
the 1980s. Over the years, our materials have also gained international recognition and are now used in over
70 countries.

For more information, visit www.mceducation.com.
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Kindergarten 1
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Headquartered in Singapore, we have offices in Thailand, Hong Kong, China, Chile, the United Kingdom
and the United States.

D

Dr Yeap Ban Har

At Marshall Cavendish Education, we believe that high-quality educational content is vital for ensuring
effective teaching and learning. We strive to empower lives by transmitting knowledge, processes and
skills through providing unique educational solutions, and we have been doing so for more than
60 years.

Name:

Kindergarten 2

• Lesson Slides for
frontal teaching

31/5/19 12:03 PM

Student Book 1
9789814684293

Activity Book 1
9789814861649

Flashcards 1
9781099105548

Student Book 2
9789813166479

Activity Book 2
9789814862486

Flashcards 2
9781099105753

Student Book 3
9789814684309

Activity Book 3
9789814862493

Flashcards 3
9781099105760

Student Book 4
9789813166486

Activity Book 4
9789814862509

Flashcards 4
9781099105777

Student Book 5
9789814684316

Activity Book 5
9789814862516

Flashcards 5
9781099105784

Student Book 6
9789813166493

Activity Book 6
9789814862523

Flashcards 6
9781099105791

Student Book 7
9789814684323

Activity Book 7
9789814862530

Flashcards 7
9781099105807
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Teacher Pack Pack 1
9789814891967

Teacher Pack Pack 2
9789814891974

UP DOWN ALL AROUND

Builds a Strong Foundation of Mathematics
Concepts which Facilitates A Seamless Transition
to Primary School
Up Down All Around promotes the deep understanding of mathematics concepts through
its scaffolded and structured approaches. Concepts are introduced using the ConcretePictorial-Abstract (C-P-A) approach and the Spiral approach, which are widely used in
primary maths curriculum. These approaches encourage children to discover new ideas,
build on what they have learnt and make meaningful connections. As children develop a
deep conceptual understanding of maths concepts, they are better prepared to learn more
complex and abstract concepts in primary school.

Topic: Let’s Count to 3

C

C

P

P
Make some soup!

Make some salad!

One, two, three, four, five.
In the soup, I put some spice.
Six, seven, eight , nine, ten.
Crunchy carrots go in then.
Sing a song.
Rote count from 1 to 10.

Notes

Notes

Tell the chef how many of each ingredient he needs.
For each type of object, count and show the number using connecting cubes.

3
three

MAR Bk1 U3.indd 3

7
seven

MAR Bk1 U3.indd 7

Notes

5/30/17 5:51 PM

Notes

Sing a song.
Rote count from 1 to 10.

Notes

Make a fruit salad.
For each type of fruit, count and say the number.

5
five

MAR Bk1 U3.indd 5

Lesson 1 :
Rote Counting

Notes

Lesson 2 :
Rational Counting
Children put meaning to
numbers as they count
salad ingredients.

16

Tell the chef how many of each
ingredient he needs. For each
type of object, count and show the
number using connecting cubes.

5/30/17 5:52 PM

Make a fruit salad.
For each type of fruit, count and say
the number.

Fun activities engage
and interest children to
learn new concepts.

5/30/17 5:52 PM

Early Childhood Mathematics

Lesson 3 :
1-to-1
Correspondence
Using Proportional
Materials
Children use connecting
cubes to represent
the number of soup
ingredients.

UP DOWN ALL AROUND

C

P

C - P - A is used
in primary school to
learn maths.

Make a sandwich!

C

P

Notes

Notes

A

9
Make a sandwich.
nine
For each type of object, count and
show the number using your fingers.

Make a sandwich.
For each type of object, count and show the number
using your fingers.

MAR Bk1 U3.indd 9

5/30/17 5:53 PM

Lesson 4 : 1-to-1
Correspondence
Using Non-Proportional Materials
Children use fingers to represent the
number of sandwich ingredients.

P

A

Make some snacks.

Notes

Make a fruit stick.
For each stick, count the pieces of fruits and show the
number card.

Book 1
Pupil’s Book 1
MAR Bk1 U3.indd 11

Notes
3
Make a fruit stick.
For each
11 stick, count the pieces of
fruits eleven
and show the number card.
5/30/17 5:54 PM

Lesson 5 : Abstract
Numbers
Children are introduced to abstract
numbers as they make snacks.
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UP DOWN ALL AROUND

Nurtures a Love for Maths through Play-and-Do
Structure
Mathematics should be fun! The Play-and-Do structure in this series allows children to
learn through a series of activities and tasks, keeping them engaged while deepening their
understanding of key maths concepts. Children first explore concepts and skills through an
activity (“PLAY”), before applying the concepts or skills in a numeracy task (“DO”) to
show understanding.

Topic: Let’s Make Patterns
Continue the pattern.

Some animals fly.
Others can only try.

Make an owl!

?

?
Which is the highest?
The birds, the owl,
Or the chicks in the nest?

?

Notes

Watch a video on flightless birds.
Identify that the colours of the birds and penguins follow a pattern (AB).

4
four

3
three

UDAA Bk3 U3.indd 3

Pupil’s Book 2

MAR Bk2 U9.indd 7

Pupil’s Book 3

UDAA Bk3 U3.indd 4

Whose owl is
the highest?

7
seven

Notes

Make a hanging mobile.
Compare the heights of the chicks, owl and birds from the ground.
Then, get children to tell which is the highest.

1/6/17 2:26 am

8
eight

31/5/17 4:20 pm

31/5/17 4:20 pm

Play Activity:

MAR Bk2 U9.indd 8

Play Activity:

Do Task:

Children identify colour Children say the
patterns.
correct colours to
complete AB patterns.

Children compare
heights by looking
at the picture.

1/6/17 2:26 am

Do Task:

Children make paper
owls and arrange
them to compare
heights.

Consolidates Learning and Facilitates Effective
Assessment
The Activity Books and Flashcards enable teachers to revisit concepts, which help children
to consolidate their learning and connect ideas across topics. This also facilitates teachers to
assess their pupils’ understanding of foundational concepts.
Match the toys
.

.
odd one out
Cross (X) the

Which is taller?
Draw them.

The Activity Book
provides additional practice
for children to reinforce
learning, develop creativity
and problem-solving skills.

Let’s Match

Let’s Sort

12

UDAA_ActBK1_InsidePgs.indd

3

Activity Book 1
28/5/19 12:16 PM

s.indd 12

UDAA_ActBK1_InsidePg

18

Let’s Compare Lengths and Heights

21

3
PM
28/5/19 12:16
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UDAA_ActBK4_InsidePgs.indd 21

Activity Book 4
23/5/19 10:24 AM
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count

match
1 –1

© 2019 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

UDAA_FC1.indd 1

U P D O W N A L L A RO U N D 1

1 –5

U P D O W N A L L A RO U N D 1

© 2019 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

10

Flashcard 1
10/6/19 9:20 AM

UDAA_FC1.indd 10

10/6/19 9:20 AM

4 –5

© 2019 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

UDAA_FC4.indd 9

ten
U P D O W N A L L A RO U N D 4

10/6/19 9:17 AM

4 –5

© 2019 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

UDAA_FC4.indd 10

U P D O W N A L L A RO U N D 4

Flashcard 4
10/6/19 9:17 AM

Each book includes 16 flashcards which are effective memoryaid tools to help children revise words and numbers learnt.

Increases Teachers’ Effectiveness in Classroom
Teaching is effective and fuss-free as our comprehensive resources help teachers save
preparation time so that they can concentrate on every child’s learning needs.

Engaging children further through the
Play-and-Do approach, interactive digital
activities can be accessed online and
offline in class.

Digital Activity

Lesson Plan PPT (For Teachers)

Lesson Slides (Student Facing)

Lesson plans provide teachers with concise, step-by-step guidance and tips on how to
conduct each lesson and how to engage their students.
Lesson slides facilitate the ease-of-use of the programme for teachers with limited teaching
experience.
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EARLYBIRD KINDERGARTEN MATHEMATICS

Grade Kindergarten

Age 5 – 6

Product Introduction
Earlybird Kindergarten Mathematics (Common Core Edition) is a comprehensive, activitybased program that uses the pedagogical principles of the Singapore Math approach to help
kindergarten students build a strong foundation in mathematics through fun-filled lessons and
activities.
Attractive illustrations rich in mathematical content, hands-on tasks, and meaningful activities
engage students’ active participation in the learning process. Easy-to-follow instructions allow
teachers and parents to provide students with a strong program in mathematics.

(Age 5 – 6)

Kindergarten

Core Components

Teacher Resources

Textbook

Activity
Book

Teacher's Guide

Textbook A
9789810189761

Activity Book A
9789810198398

Teacher’s Guide A
9789810198510

Textbook B
9789810189778

Activity Book B
9789810198404

Teacher’s Guide B
9789810198527

20
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EARLYBIRD KINDERGARTEN MATHEMATICS

Supporting Resources
Big Book*

Reader*

Digital Resources
Poster*
Match and Sort

Which ones go together? Say why.

• Digital User Guide

© 2015 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

01(M)USPMCCEdn_Pos01.indd 1

1/27/15 9:21 AM

• Digital Activities

Shapes
Look for these shapes.

s uare

rectangle

triangle

circle

© 2015 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

(Age 5 – 6)

Kindergarten

07(M)USPMCCEdn_Pos07.indd 1

1/21/15 5:49 PM

The Boy Who
Cried Wolf
9789810189969

Hickory
Dickory Dock
9789810199531

The Boy Who
Cried Wolf
9789810119799

Hickory
Dickory Dock
9789810119829

Baa, Baa,
Black Sheep
9789810189990

Jack and Jill
9789810199579

Baa, Baa,
Black Sheep
9789810195809

Jack and Jill
9789810119867

The Tortoise
and the Hare
9789810189983
One, Two,
Buckle My Shoe
9789810199524
Goldilocks
9789810189976

Humpty Dumpty
9789810199555
Jack and
the Beanstalk
9789810199548
Two Little
Dicky Birds
9789810199562

The Tortoise
and the Hare
9789810119805
One, Two,
Buckle My Shoe
9789810119812
Goldilocks
9789810195786

Humpty Dumpty
9789810119843

Posters
9789810198824

Jack and
the Beanstalk
9789810119836
Two Little
Dicky Birds
9789810119850

* • Minimum order quantity required
• Each item can be purchased separately
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EARLYBIRD KINDERGARTEN MATHEMATICS

Helps Children Build A Strong Mathematics
Foundation
This series introduces new mathematics concepts to preschool children using the
Concrete Pictorial Abstract (C-P-A) approach. Using several lessons to unfold
each unit, children are guided through systematic variation that reinforces the mathematical
concepts introduced and learnt, helping them acquire a strong foundation.

Concrete
First, children make sense
of mathematics concepts
using materials they can
play with.

Pictorial
Next, they are shown the same
concepts with pictures they
have played with or counting
units.

Lesson

4.2

er.

ord
Do and count in

Abstract 1

2

Lastly, children revisit the
concepts expressed in
numerals.

Trace the balls. Then trace the 8’s
Arrange in order.
and write more 8’s in the boxes.

Count.
Write the nu
m

bers.

1

er of
to say the numb
or cubes. Ask them
Development:
using toy bricks
s in ascending order.
ts build a tower
arrange the tower
Have the studen
so. Have them
used as they do
toy bricks or cubes
ding order.
Repeat in descen

3

2

2

93
ninety-three

92
ninety-two
PM
14/04/14 5:28

dd 92

K_TBA_Unit 4_PFP.in

Development:
Have the students look at this page. Ask them to point at each picture and say the
number of toy bricks or cubes used. Have them order, by pointing at the pictures,
the number of cubes in both ascending and descending order.

92
ninety-two

93
ninety-three
K_TBA_Unit 4_PFP.indd 93

Development:
Have the stud
ents write the
them to say,
number of cube
“1.
s shown on
Alternatively One more is 2. 2. One
this page.
more is 3 …
, have them
.” as they write Encourage
count to confi
the numbers
rm the num
bers.
.

14/04/14 5:29 PM

K_TBA_Unit

4_PFP.indd

94
ninety-four
94

14/04/14 5:29
PM

Textbook
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EARLYBIRD KINDERGARTEN MATHEMATICS
Throughout the series, concepts learnt during earlier lessons are revisited at greater difficulty in
later lessons. This spiral approach helps children recall, consolidate and extend what they have
learnt. This reinforces their understanding of mathematics and helps them develop a strong
foundation.
Lesson

3.9

Children learn to count to 10 before
they are taught to count numbers
more than 10.

10’s
Then trace the
Trace the hats.
s.
10’s in the boxe
re
mo
ite
wr
d
an

Lesson

12.2

10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10

Circle 10 things.
Write the numbers.

10

and

and

and

and

and

1

10
the rest of the
one at a time. Have After the tenth
Development:
front of the class,
time.
to come to the
numerals each
to trace
Ask ten students
the students the
ral 10. Tell them
happens. Show
from
them the nume
class count as this
say any number
ten times. Show
to
clap
nt
to
stude
nts
a
stude
Ask
ent
student, tell the
their index ﬁnger.
t this with differ
of times. Repea
on this page using
er of children on
ponding number
the numeral 10
to count the numb
class clap the corres
them
their
the
Tell
using
Have
page.
10.
1 to
at this
ral 10 on this page
the students look
and
trace the nume
hats
to
the
them
students. Have
count
Tell
ask them to
“Ten children.”
the hats. Finally,
this page and say,
color
and
trace
them to
index ﬁnger. Tell
ral 10.
write the nume

70
seventy

PM
2/10/07 3:02:49

Development:
Place 14 objects on the board in a cluster. Ask a student to arrange these in rows. Tell
another student to move ten objects apart from the others. Point to each group of
objects and ask, “How many things are there in this group?” Lead the students to say,
“ 10 and 4 .” Repeat with different numbers of objects. Ask the students to look at this
page. Tell the students to circle ten hats in each set. Then, ask the class to say, “ 10 and …”
before writing the correct numbers.

indd 70

Marshall_Unit 3_54-85.

21
twenty-one
27463_19-32_Unit 12.indd 21

2/16/07 10:48:45 AM

Textbook

Children learn shapes before they are introduced to patterns.

Review

Which have the same shape?
Match.

Unit 5: Shapes

Educators
can assess

Lesson

5.1

Color the shapes.

children's
mastery using

the Review pages
at the end of
each unit.

Introduction:
Give the students cutouts of shapes that include squares, rectangles, circles and
triangles (scalene, isosceles and equilateral triangles) in different sizes. Allow them to
examine the cutouts.
Development:
Tell the students to ﬁnd the cutouts that ﬁt the various shapes in the picture. Point to an
object in the picture, e.g. the mirror in the shape of a triangle. Ask the students, “Which
piece can ﬁt here?” Then, tell the students to color the various shapes.

110
one hundred ten

134
one hundred thirty-four

Textbook
111
one hundred eleven

23

135
one hundred thirty-five
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EARLYBIRD KINDERGARTEN MATHEMATICS

Enables Educators as Facilitators
Resources in this series are designed to facilitate educators in conducting lessons seamlessly
and effectively.
Focused Learning Outcomes in each lesson facilitate
guiding children to learn basic mathematics.

Lesson

Lesson

1.2

2.6

Point at things that are the same.

educators in

Lesson

Count the animals. Color
the boxes to show the number.

Trace the hats. Then trace the 10’s
and write more 10’s in the boxes.

3.9

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10
Development:
Point to two objects in the picture. Start with objects that are obviously
different. Then, move to pairs of objects that are exactly the same. Next, use pairs of
objects that are similar (e.g. mugs of different sizes). Finally, point to the two dolls.
Ask the students if they are the same. Ask them to say. “They are exactly the same.”
or “They are the same but …”. Emphasize the fact that the dolls are the same but
placed differently.

Development:
Ask ten students to come to the front of the class, one at a time. Have the rest of the
class count as this happens. Show the students the numerals each time. After the tenth
student, tell the students to clap ten times. Show them the numeral 10. Tell them to trace
the numeral 10 on this page using their index ﬁnger. Ask a student to say any number from
1 to 10. Have the class clap the corresponding number of times. Repeat this with different
students. Have the students look at this page. Tell them to count the number of children on
this page and say, “Ten children.” Tell them to trace the numeral 10 on this page using their
index ﬁnger. Tell them to trace and color the hats. Finally, ask them to count the hats and
write the numeral 10.

Development:
Show the class pictures of some animals. Have the students count the number of animals. Have the
students look at this page. Ask them to name the animals shown on this page. Next, ask them to
count the number of each animal and to color the boxes accordingly. Then, ask the students to tell
you the number of each animal by looking at their graph.

3
three

32
thirty-two

33
thirty-three

70
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Textbook

Teaching Notes suggest ideas and questions educators
can use to guide and encourage children to think

logically and seek alternative methods of solving problems.

Educators can use a variety of activities, such as games and practical
tasks, from the activity books to supplement children’s learning. The
activities in each unit is sequenced in progressive level of difficulty
to facilitate educators in assessing children’s progress.

Using cutouts, children can revise
mathematics concepts learnt
while strengthening their
thinking and motor skills.

Activity

4

Show the correct numbers.

Climb the ladder!
Show the correct number at each end of
the ladder.

10

9

1

2

30

6
3

4

21

10

22

23

24

10
8

2

3

4

6

7

9

8

10

11

13

12

14

15

17

16

18

19

21

20

22

6

23

25

26

24

30

28

5

29

27

25

12

12

1

6

2

4

for page
s 76 and
77

5

17

Note: To climb up the ladder or make their friend slide down the snake, students have to show the numbers
at both ends of the ladder or snake respectively using the cutouts provided on page 131. Allow them to show
consecutive numbers, e.g. they can show the numbers 13 and 14 in showing the number at the tail end of the
purple snake connecting the 14 and 16 number squares.

Start

76

AB_B_Unit 17.indd 76

1

27

5

Make your friend slide down the snake!
Show the correct numbers at its head
and tail.

11

Cutouts

Cutouts: Page 131

Play Snakes and Ladders!

77

2/12/07 2:15:05 PM
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EARLYBIRD KINDERGARTEN MATHEMATICS
Each Teacher’s Guide is designed to equip educators with the necessary materials to teach
clearly and systematically. It includes:
• Instructions on using the Teacher’s Guide
• Detailed Lesson Plans
• Correlation Tables
• Curriculum Map
• Photocopiables (Blackline Masters)
• List of suggested materials

Consolidation

5
Lesson 1.

Let’s Do It!
• Show students the four pencils. Have them identify the
one that looks different. Ask them to tell you in what
way it is different from the others.
• Repeat for the pens and the erasers.
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Further Consolidation

Textbook, p. 10

Using the Textbook
• Get students to look at the pictures on Textbook, p. 10.
• Direct students’ attention to the dolls in the rst row.
Have them identify the doll that looks different.
Ask them to tell you in what way the doll is different.
• Repeat for the next two rows of objects.
• Tell students to circle the object that is different in each
row. Ask them to use their index nger to draw a circle
around the different objects. Then, tell them to draw the
circles with a pencil.

Draw the correct number of
Circle
different
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Development:
Display four objects, three of which are identical. Ask the students to identify the one
that looks different from the others. Ask them to tell you in what way it is different from
the others. Repeat with a few other groups of four objects. Have the students look at
this page. Tell them to point to the doll that looks different from the rest in each row.
Ask them to tell you in what ways it is different from the rest. Encourage a variety of
responses. Then, guide them to use their index ﬁnger to draw an imaginary loop around
the doll. Finally, tell them to use a pencil to circle it.

ion
Introduct

10
ten

Textbook,

Activity Book, page 6

Conclusion

p. 9

Have students work in pairs. Get Student A to draw
four balls, three of which are identical. Have Student B say
how the last ball is different. Then, switch roles. Encourage
students to use different attributes to make the last ball
different such as color, pattern, or size.
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Practice

Activity Book, p. 6

Have students give reasons for their answers for each task
in the activity.
• Row 1: It is a wolf.
• Row 2: The sheep is lying down.
• Row 3: The sheep is wearing a blue ribbon.
• Row 4: The sheep is wearing an orange ribbon.
• Row 5: It is eating.
There are four possible answers to Row 6. It can be
used as a form of enrichment. Accept all reasonable
explanations.
• First sheep: It is eating.
• Second sheep: It is not wearing a ribbon.
• Third sheep: It is lying down.
• Fourth sheep: It is smaller.
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Activity

1.4

Circle the different one.
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Teacher's Guide

EARLYBIRD KINDERGARTEN MATHEMATICS
Using classic rhymes and stories
integrated with basic mathematics
concepts, educators can:
• Introduce mathematics ideas by telling
a story or rhyme
• Complement mathematics concepts
taught in Textbook which are later
reinforced in Activity Books
• Cultivate children’s interest in
mathematics
(Lesson plans for readers are available only for Standard
Edition and can be found in the Teacher’s Guides.)

Big Book* & Reader*
Match and Sort
Which ones go together? Say why.

Look
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shap
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e
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circle

Educators can use each of the ten posters
to facilitate class discussion and review
topics taught.
07(M)USP
MCCEdn_
Pos07.ind
d 1
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Posters*
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1/21/15
5:49

PM

* • Minimum order quantity required
• Each item can be purchased separately

Reinforces Learning with Digital Activities
Complementing with MCEduHub teaching platform, the new Digital Guide is designed to help
teachers understand how they can use the new digital activities to enhance their lesson delivery.
These digital activities are useful to provide students with opportunities to practise and consolidate
their understanding of mathematics concept taught in each lesson. Extension units cover topics
that are beyond the syllabus which helps to stretch the children’s abilities and expand their
knowledge of key mathematics concepts.
Also available on

26
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EARLYBIRD KINDERGARTEN MATHEMATICS
The Earlybird Kindergarten Mathematics series is also customised in the Kazakh and Russian
language, and aligned to the following syllabus:

Earlybird Kindergarten Mathematics (Standards Edition)

New Earlybird Kindergarten Mathematics

27
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PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)

Grade Kindergarten

Age 5 – 6

(2022 Edition)
Product Introduction
The latest edition of
(2022 Edition) offers a Kindergarten program for
the first time, focusing on the progression to mastery and a seamless transition from Kindergarten
to elementary and middle school.
Fully aligned to U.S. State Standards, this new program incorporates the latest thinking in the teaching
and learning of mathematics, while staying true to the original Singapore Math® approach and
maintaining popular mathematical features such as the Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract (C-P-A) approach to
learning, the spiral progression, visual models, and mathematical and perceptual variations.
Through providing an effective and blended learning experience,
(2022
Edition) aims to develop mathematical thinking, metacognition, and a growth mindset in children.
This program also introduces Productive Struggle through tasks to teach children to persevere,
think creatively, and solve problems in various ways.
Note: This series is also available for elementary and middle levels.

Core Components

(Age 5 – 6)

Kindergarten

Student Edition

Mastery and Beyond

Additional Practice

Student Book KA
9789814911344

Mastery and Beyond KA
9789814911740

Additional Practice KA
9789814911542

Student Book KB
9789814911351

Mastery and Beyond KB
9789814911757

Additional Practice KB
9789814911559

28
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PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)

Teacher Resources
Teacher’s
Guide

Home
Instructor’s
Guide

Assessment
Guide Teacher
Edition

Digital Resources
For Teachers
• Student Book eBook A and B
• Additional Practice and
Homework eBook A and B
• Mastery and Beyond eBook A
and B
• Transition Guide (pdf)
• Teacher's Guide eBook
• Digital Manipulatives
• Key Concept Interactives
• Assessment Guide Teacher Edition
(pdf)
• Reteach (pdf)
• Extension (pdf)

Teacher's Guide KA
9789814911948

Home Instructor's
Guide KA
9789814913140

Teacher's Guide KB
9789814911955

Home Instructor's
Guide KB
9789814913157

29

Assessment Guide
Teacher's Edition
Kindergarten
9789814913348

• Home Instructor's Guide (pdf)
• School-to-Home Letters (word doc)
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PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)

Rich Learning Delivered Effectively and Simply
Y
ER

RE
AD

T

Phases of
LEARNING

INESS

MAS
T

(2022 Edition) builds progression in learning, conceptual
understanding, procedural math skills and a sense of accomplishment through active learning.
This program is designed based on the READINESS–
ENGAGEMENT–MASTERY instructional design, which has been
supported by research to show model results in effective instruction.
Students go through these 3 phases of learning to construct
knowledge, build skills, make new connections and progress to the
next level of understanding.

GAGEMEN
EN

READINESS

WRITE NUMBERS
2 TO
5

Chapter

In this phase, teachers engage students’ interest
and captivate their attention through interesting,
relatable scenarios using the Chapter Opener of
the Student Book. Teachers ascertain readiness
to learn by helping students make connections to
previously learned concepts and skills.

Write the numbers to tell how many.
Wash Your Hands

1

3

4

5

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Chapter Opener stimulates curiosity
and interest through a context that
connects Math to real life, taps on prior
knowledge and encourages discussion.

2

3A Numbers 6 to 10
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Learn

ENGAGEMENT

Students learn by doing and are challenged to construct
new knowledge through engaging activities, direct
instruction, or guided inquiry. They are engaged in
learning through the Learn and Learn Together
sections of the Student Book and in Reteach.
© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Learn is a teacher-directed inquiry related to the
Anchor Task. It introduces the most fundamental
aspect of a concept for that learning objective.
Students learn through concrete experiences and
visual models.
6
six
70

Chapter 3

Numbers to 10

(M)USPM2021_SEGKA_C3.indd 70
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PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)
Learn Together consists of a series
of problems that progresses from the
simplest concept in Learn to more
complex ones, developing and deepening
students’ understanding. Learn Together
is student-centric.
Name:

Reteach is a differentiated online

Learn Together
1.

Connect the dots in order.

2
1

3
4

Date:

Chapter

1

resource that consists of worked
examples and scaffolded, levelled
questions for students who need more
support in reaching mastery.

RETEACH

COUNT AND SHOW NUMBERS TO 5

Exercise 1A

Count and Show (1)

5
© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Example 1

Count.

1
© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

one

28

Chapter 1 Count and Show Numbers to 5
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2
two

1A Count and Show (1)

Reteach Grade K

PM2021_RT_GK_01.indd 1

1

21/04/20 8:03 PM

MASTERY

Students gain fluency and confidence through levelled practice. They gain mastery through
review, reflection, and journalling. They also tackle problems in unique and effective ways.
Students gain mastery through these resources:
• Student Book
• Extension
– Practice On Your Own
•	Additional Practice
– Think!
• Mastery and Beyond
– Performance Task
• Assessment Guide Teacher Edition
Practice On Your Own is an independent practice at

Practice On
Your Own

the end of a lesson. It serves as a formative assessment,
allowing teachers to support students with differentiated
resources. Also available online in auto-graded format,
with data-driven reports that illustrate the performance at
individual student, class, and school level.

1.
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PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)

Think! leads students to reflect on mathematical
concepts and challenges them to use different
strategies to solve a problem.

Think!
4. Alonzo sees some

and

in the park.

He counts 10 wheels.
and

How many

does he see?

Performance Tasks are formative assessment

tasks, set in real-world contexts, with accompanying
rubrics. The questions require application of concepts
and skills learned or they may be open-ended but with
limited possible answers.

2 tricycles and 2 bicycles; 5 bicycles

Name:

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd
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e missing
pictures.
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11 12 1
2

9
8
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Name:
Chapter

1

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

COUNT AND SHOW NUMBERS TO 5

Exercise 1A

1.

Date:

Count and Show (1)

Match.

(M)USPM
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Additional Practice is a differentiated

2. Draw

to show the number.

(a)

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

resource that provides extra practice at the
end of each lesson to enable students to
hone their skills and sharpen their grasp of
concepts.

(b)

Additional Practice Grade KA

1A Count and Show (1)

PM2021_AP&HW GK_01.indd 1

1

21/04/20 7:51 PM
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Name:
Chapter

1

KINDERGARTEN EXTENSION

COUNT AND SHOW NUMBERS TO 5

Exercise 1A

1.

Count and Show (1)

Count and color.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Extension is a differentiated online
resource that consists of higherorder thinking and novel problems
to motivate advanced students with
challenging practice.

Date:

1

2

one

two

1

2

one

two

Kindergarten Extension Grade K

PM2021_EXT GK_C01.indd 1

Name:

Date:

1

15/05/20 7:47 PM

concepts and skills at a section level of a
chapter to deepen and strengthen students’
understanding.

MASTERY AND BEYOND

NUMBER PAIRS

Practice 1
1. Put 5 apples on two plates.

whole

part

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Count and Show (1)

Mastery and Beyond consolidates

Chapter

6

1A

part
2 and 3 make 5.

2
part

5
whole

3
part

Chapter 6

Mastery and Beyond Grade KA

(M)USPM2021_CPGKA_C6.indd 81

Number Pairs

81
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PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)

Quality teacher’s resources for effective instruction
Developed by an expert panel of educators,
(2022 Edition) also
offers a robust suite of quality teacher’s resources to make planning seamless and their
lessons coherent.
The Teacher’s Guide arm teachers with a repertoire of strategies facilitate exploration,
classroom discussions, and student-centric learning. It also provides ideas for differentiation
at various junctures in a lesson, including concept development.
Across-Grades Progression is a table that provides a
broad overview of the concepts and their related prior knowledge
and new knowledge. It shows the learning objectives of the
chapter in Looking Here, students’ prior knowledge in Looking
Back, and what students will learn next in Looking Ahead.

Chapter

2 WRITE NUMBERS TO 5

Across-Grades Progression
Looking Back

Looking Here

Looking Ahead

Grade K Chapter 1
Section 1A Count and Show
• Count and Show 1 and 2
• Count and Show 3 and �
• Count and Show 5
• What is Zero?

Grade K Chapter 2
Section 2A Count and Write
• Count and Write 1 and 2
• Count and Write 3 and �
• Count and Write 5
• Count and Write 0 to 5

Grade K Chapter 3
Section 3A Numbers 6 to 10
• Count, Show, and Write 6
• Count, Show, and Write 7
• Count, Show, and Write 8
• Count, Show, and Write �
• Count and Show Numbers to 10
• Count and Write Numbers to 10

Section 2B How Many?

Chapter Overview provides a big picture of the topic

Section 3B Order Numbers to 10
• Count On to 10

Chapter Overview

• Count Back from 10
Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract
Progression

In this chapter, students learn to compare sets of objects using
comparison language. The concept of comparing numbers builds
and extends students’ knowledge of counting, reading, and
writing numbers, developed in the earlier chapters, to include the
awareness that each number is 1 more than the preceding number.
Through the use of concrete and pictorial representations,
students will use the language of comparison (more than, greater
than, fewer than, less than, equal to, and the same) to further
explore the “1 more” and “1 less/fewer” concept. Progressively,
the comparison will advance from comparison using concrete
materials to comparison with pictorial support to comparing of
numbers without visual support.

by summarising how prior knowledge is developed and
linked to the key learning objectives of the chapter. Key
Ideas provides teachers with the essential mathematical
understandings of each chapter, illustrated by key
examples. Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract Progression
provides teachers with an overview of the concrete
materials used, pictorial representation students will
encounter as well as abstract representations students
are expected to encounter in the chapter.

Throughout the chapter, students will have multiple experiences
working with concrete materials such as connecting cubes and
counters to compare quantities. These concrete materials
encourage students to explore the best way of organizing objects
when comparing.

Then, students will learn to use strategies to compare two sets
of objects in pictorial form. At first, objects are arranged in
parallel rows
and columns to facilitateDate:
comparison using
Name:
one-to-one correspondence.

Learn Together

Key Ideas

1.

Match.

the group that has more.
LearnCircle
Together
1.

• Students will use concrete materials and pictorial
representations to compare two groups by matching the items
in each group, and determine which group has more, fewer, or
the same.
• Students will use pictorial representations to compare
quantities, and connect the comparison to their corresponding
numerical representations and apply the language of
comparison of greater than, less than, and equal to.
• Students will relate their prior knowledge of counting on and
counting back to the 1 more and 1 less/fewer concept and
understand that each number is 1 more than the preceding
number or 1 less than the next number.

Match.
Circle the group that has fewer.

Subsequently
are arranged in varying configurations to
2. Match andobjects
compare.
help students acquire number conservation.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Chapter 2 Write Numbers to 5

Name:

Which group has more?
2. Count and write.

(M)USPM2020_TE_GrKTG_Ch02_LC&CPG_MI.indd 1

Date:

(a)
Which group has fewer?

3�A

19/5/20 1:43 PM
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Chapter 5 Compare Numbers to 10

eggs

Readiness Engagement Mastery

AND SHOW
1 COUNT
NUMBERS TO 5

Chapter

Lesson 1

5A More Than
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2. Match and compare.

171

Chapter Opener

13/4/20 3:03 PM

(page 1)

To support concrete fading, students will learn to compare
Schoolsets
is a big part of a kindergartener’s life. For many students,
of objects and relate them to their corresponding numerical
this is their first experience in a classroom setting, where it is all
representations. Finally, students will acquire the fluency
of and new.
exciting
4 have
comparing
numbers
1 more or 1 less by completing sentences.
3 is 1 less
than that
.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

1 less than 6 is

5

.

Chapter 5 Compare Numbers to 10
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Chapter Opener

• The picture provides a familiar context for students to review
rote-counting, practice subitizing, and matching one-to-one
correspondence with numbers to 5.
• Before displaying the picture on page 1, encourage students
to share what they know about their classroom and their
experiences so far.
What do you see when you look around our classroom?
friends; crayons; tables; chairs What are some things we can
do in our classroom? We learn and play together.
• Display the picture. Invite students to look at the picture and
share what they see in the picture. teacher; students; wall
© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd
drawing; table; chairs; blocks; pencils; erasers; paper
What are the students doing? sitting at the table; drawing
203
5E 1 More Than and 1 Less Than
• Group students into pairs to discuss the picture and count
19/5/20 1:44 PM
groups of objects on the page.
• Encourage students to talk about situations where they count
in their daily lives.
Think about your day. When are the times that you count?
What are some things that you have counted in the classroom?
Why do we count in our classroom? to see if there are
enough of what we need; make sure everyone is here
When we count, we are doing math.
• Use the following questions to facilitate student discussions.
What can you count in this picture? students; teacher; pencils;
blocks; erasers How many students do you see? � How many
chairs do you see? 5 Why do you think there are 5 chairs?
1 chair is for the teacher; someone is absent Why do you need
to count the chairs in a classroom? to see if there are enough
chairs for each student When you count, how do you keep
track of your counting? point at the picture and count; hold
our fingers up to keep track; use counters and cubes to help
us match What groups of 2 do you see? erasers How many
pieces of paper do you see on the table? � Why is counting
the pieces of paper important? so that each student can have
something to color on Why is being able to count important?
This is so that we know when we have enough of something.
You will be learning how to count and show objects in
different ways.

6
5

(b)

16�B
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supports teachers with
suggestions on how
to engage students in
mathematical conversations.
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When do we count?
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Students may have difficulty keeping track of the objects they
have counted. Guide them to touch and move each object as
they count, touch and point to pictures as they count, or hold
up fingers to keep track of the quantities as they count.

Promoting Growth
Encourage students to count concrete materials and create
different arrangements for each number using math tools as
well as sketching these arrangements.

English Language Support

Best Practice

Help students relate counting to real-world situations using
these sentence frames.

Highlight to students that they are using cubes to
represent objects. This can be a challenging transition
for some students. You may need to use real-world objects
such as teddy bears, buttons, or erasers to develop their
number concept.

There are

students at the table.

There are

pieces of paper at the table.

There are enough

Chapter Opener

(M)USPM2020_TE_GrK_Ch01.indd 1

English Language Support provides
sentence frames to guide students in discussing
the chapter opener.
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Promoting Growth

for each student.
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Caution highlights

common errors and
provides suggestions to
rectify the errors.

Caution

Early Childhood Mathematics

1

19/5/20 1:48 PM

highlights common
learning difficulties that
students may encounter
for the chapter.

PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)
Readiness Engagement Mastery

Name:

Date:

Learn

Lessons � – 5

2A Count and Write (2):
Count and Write 3 and 4
Learning Outcome(s)
• Read and write numbers 3 and �.

Name:

Date:

Learn

I CAN Statement(s)
• I can count and write 3 and �.
tical Practice(s)
• 2 Reason
• � Model

Lesson Opener

provides teaching ideas
for teachers to orchestrate
concrete experiences in
Anchor Task.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Material(s)
• 1 copy of Dot Cards - 3 and � (TR02) for the teacher
• 1 copy of Finger Pattern Cards - 3 and � (TR0�) for the teacher
• 1 copy of Picture Cards - 3 and � (TR05) for the teacher
• 5 two-color counters per student
• 1 copy of Five Frame (TR06) per student
• 1 copy of Number 3 (TR0�) per student
• 1 copy of Number � (TR10) per student
• 1 copy of Number Tracing (TR18) per student

3

three

COUNT AND WRITE 3 AND � (pages �5 to 50)
C

4
four

Lesson Opener

P

Student Book Page �5

(M)USPM2021_SEGKA_C2.indd 45
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of the collaborative tasks and
the steps to carry out the
task and suggested prompts
to facilitate discussions.

4

3

!

three

• After students have completed their rainbow �, have them
sketch an arrangement of � at the bottom of the paper.
• Next, encourage students to create arrangements for � with
the attribute blocks on each table.
• At this time of the year, most students may not know the names
of the shapes. Hence, consider describing only the position or
arrangement of the blocks.
• Allow time for students to make several arrangements of �,
then ask students to clear their desks.
• Now, group students into pairs. Have one student build a
new arrangement of �, and have their classmate copy that
arrangement. Guide students to take turns and repeat the
activity several times.
• An alternative is for each pair to build an arrangement of �
with one student giving instructions to the other student.
• Consider using these questions to elicit discussion.
What does your arrangement remind you of? How can you
describe your arrangement using numbers?

Extension provides

suggestions to challenge
students and help them apply
concepts in different situations.

provides ideas for concrete
experiences and support for
students of differing abilities.

four

45

13/4/20 12:22 PM
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• Gather students in a circle and provide each student with
a copy of Five Frame (TR06) and 5 two-color counters.
When you think about 3, what picture do you have in
Lesson Development
C
P
A
your mind? What do you know about 3? 3 comes just
Learn (page �5)
after 2. How can you show it? I can show it with my
fingers. What might you like to have 3 of? Imagine this
• Display page �5. Have students share what they see. children;
in your mind. What do you see?
pillows; containers; ladder; windows; table; stools; books; toys;
• Display a large five frame on the board. Write on the
tree trunk
board: 3
• Tell students to count and discuss with a classmate the things
Show this many red counters on your five frame
in the picture they see only 3 of. 3 pillows; 3 containers of toys;
starting from the left. Describe what you see. 3 red
3 stools; 3 balls
counters and 2 empty spaces
How do you show the same number with your fingers? hold
• Draw 3 circles in the five frame on the board, starting
up 3 fingers
from the left.
• Display a large five frame on the board.
Record the number 3 next to your frame. What do you
Let’s represent 3 pillows by drawing circles in this frame.
notice about the number 3?
• Invite a student to show how they can draw circles to
Now show 3 with your fingers. How many fingers are
represent the 3 pillows.
pointing up in the air? 3 How many are folded? 2 How
What do you see when you look at this five frame? 3 circles;
does this match our five frames? both show 3
2 empty squares
• Some students may notice that both models also show
• Draw a green dot on the board. Explain how to write the
2 i.e. the number of fingers folded or the number of
number 3 as you write 3 starting from the green dot.
empty squares.
Let’sActivity
share stories about 3. Take some time to think
about your story. What stories about 3 can you tell?
Rainbow
Numbers
Learn Together
I have 3 books to read. I have 3 good friends.
1. Count and say.
• Repeat
similar
discussion
with
the number for
�. students to recognize
• aThis
activity
provides
opportunities
a variety of arrangements for � and to practice writing the
number �.
© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd
2A Count and Write
�5
• Provide each student with crayons and a copy of
Number � (TR16), and each table with a set of attribute blocks
2A Count and Write
(same color and shape).
(M)USPM2020_TE_GrK_Ch02.indd 47•
19/5/20 1:49 PM
Guide students to use crayons to trace over the number �
nine times to create
their rainbow number. Remind students
(M)USPM2021_SEGKA_C2.indd 45
to trace along the outline of the previous color. Check that
Draw
to show how many.
students are tracing the number correctly.

Activity provides the intent

Lesson Development

45

2A Count and Write

Task

A

Write.

9 9 9 9
nine

86

Chapter 3

Numbers to 10

Student Book Page 86

(M)USPM2021_SEGKA_C3.indd 86
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Learn Together (pages 86 to 88)

Extension

• Group students in pairs or small groups to answer Questions
1 to 3. Before you explain the task, encourage students to
discuss what they think they need to do for these questions.
• QUESTION 1 requires students to count the raccoons, sketch
� circles in the ten frame to show how many, and trace the
number �.

Provide students with half sheets of paper and attribute
blocks of one color. Have them create several arrangements
of 8 or �. Then, invite them to select their favorite one to
sketch. Keep in mind that sketching attribute blocks at this
time of the year may be challenging for students.

Learn Together gives
prompts and questions
to lead students towards
deeper understanding.

Differentiated Instruction
suggests activities for students
of differing abilities.

3A
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Numbers 6 to 10

86

(M)USPM2020_TE_GrK_Ch03.indd 91
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Differentiated Instruction
4. Rahul has 4
.
Draw
to show 1

On-Level Practice

Extension

•

•

•

Encourage students to
summarize their learning,
make connections to what
they have previously learned,
and challenge them to ask
questions regarding what they
want to learn more about.

•

Print Extension K, Exercise
1A (1) and have students
complete the questions on their
own, in pairs, or small groups.

Material(s): 10 counters, Number
Cards (TR1�), Finger Pattern
Cards (TR0�), and Dot Cards
(TR02) for 1 and 2 only.
•

Group students in pairs.
Distribute the counters and
cards to each pair.

•

Ask students to draw a card
and use counters to show the
quantity/number.

•

Their classmate will check to
see if the counters match the
quantity/number.

•

Encourage students to take
turns to count aloud as they
show the number.

•

In order to build a strong
foundation in understanding
1 and 2, you may guide
students by asking the
following questions.

Encourage students to
summarize their learning and
make connections to what they
have previously learned. Have
them give examples to show
their understanding.

Material(s): Number Cards (TR1�)
•

Provide students with Number
Cards (TR1�) labeled 1 or 2.
Have them use stickers or
stamps to match the quantity

•

Have students work on
Additional Practice KA,
Exercise 1A (1) on their own,
in pairs, or small groups.

•

If time permits, encourage
students to discuss their work
and share ideas.

•

n
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S
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Scoring Guide

1 less

210

1 more

3 4 5

Chapter 5 Compare
Numbers to 10
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ADDITIONAL
PRACTICE

n
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EXTENSION
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Description
The student:
• draws more than
5 balls. (Accept any
amount
greater than 5.)
• writes the correc
t number.
• draws fewer than
5 balls. (Accept any
amount
fewer than 5.)
• writes the correc
t number.
2.
The student:
• circles the three
groups of 5.
3.
The student:
• writes a number
on the t-shirt.
• circles shirts with
numbers larger than
the
written number.
• colors the shirts
with numbers less
than the
written number.
�.
The student:
• counts � caps and
writes the number
�.
• draws 3 caps.
• write the number
3.
• draws 5 caps.
• writes the number
5.
Total

Point(s)

1.

If time permits, encourage
students to discuss their work
and share their ideas.

How did you count that
number? How do you change
from 1 counter to 2 counters?

RETEACH

• Use the scoring
guide to help you grade
students’ work. You
may write your comme
nts to help them improv
e on their work.
Consider writing words
of encouragement
to let the students
know what they have
done well.

less and 1 more.

Education Pte Ltd

Print Reteach K, Exercise 1A (1)
and guide students to complete
the questions.

Rubric

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish

Additional Support

QUESTION � require
s students to draw
and write the number
show “1 less” and “1
s to
more.”
Explain to students
that they should count
the number of similar
items as a group regard
less of their colors.
What do you need
to do on this page?
Where will you
start? What does
1 more (1 less) mean?
How do you check
make sure your answer
to
s are correct? Are
you happy with
your work? Why or
why not?

Performance Task

Rubric

Print the Performance
Task Rubric in the
Teacher Resources
students to assess
for
their learning and
their quality of work.

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1
1

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

8
• Use this table as
a guide to help you
relate students’ scores
their performance
to
levels.

Level

Score
7-8
2.5 - 6.5
0-2

Assign Cumulative
Assessment 2 in Assess
ment Guide Teache
Edition to assess student
r
s’ understanding of
the chapter.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish
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1A

Count and Show
6A
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Chapter 5 Compa
re Numbers

to 10

210
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Rubric provides the

scoring guide for each
question in the Performance
Task and relates the points
scored to the criteria in the
Performance Task Rubric.

PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)

Assessment Opportunities
Assessment is an integral part of the teaching and learning process. The assessment opportunities
in
(2022 Edition) offer a complete picture of a student’s progress.
The Student Book provides both diagnostic assessment opportunities in Recall and
formative, ongoing progress monitoring opportunities at the lesson and chapter levels.
Name:

Performance Task

Practice On Your Own

1.

1.

Mr. Smith went to a pet shop.
He saw some

with 0

.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

(a) Circle the

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Match.

.

(b) Color zero.

0

1

2
Performance Task

(M)USPM2021_SEGKA_C1.indd 35

35
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Performance Task is a formative assessment task set in a
real-world context that provides opportunities for students to
demonstrate their understanding and proficiency.

13/4/20 12:38 PM

Practice On Your Own at the end of each lesson is a
formative assessment to inform teachers on how well
students have learned and the appropriate differentiated
resource to assign. At the same time, Practice On Your Own
also serves to help students achieve mastery at a lesson
level.

The Assessment Guide provides summative assessment opportunities at the chapter
level. These assessments serve as a reporting tool for teachers to assess students learning, as
well as gather feedback on their teaching. Unique to the Kindergarten level, this program includes
Interview questions in the Assessment Guide. Understanding that young students are unable to
write paragraphs of text to articulate their thinking, we assess their understanding through verbal
responses and concrete objects.

Cumulative Assessment occurs at the end of a few
chapters to consolidate the learning of concepts and skills.

36

Interviews are included after each cumulative review
for teachers to assess students’ understanding through
verbal responses.
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Bigeye Tots
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BIGEYE TOTS

Grade Nursery – Kindergarten 2

Age 4 – 6

Product Introduction
Bigeye Tots is designed to provide STEAM education to young learners between the ages of
4 to 6 through engaging activities relayed in a fun storytelling manner. It is delivered through
hands-on experiments and a variety of activities to enrich the minds of young learners. Parents
and educators can use this resource as a supplementary material to nurture the scientist in
children. With an experts-led Biotech STEAM curriculum, learners are encouraged to solve realworld problems through hands-on biotechnology exploration. Young learners are encouraged
to ask questions, observe and gather evidence, and draw conclusions during the programme.
This empowers them to become creative, critical thinkers and better problem solvers, which are
essential 21st century competencies.
Inc
es
ludes
Includ

100+
Stic
kerss
Sticker

Bigeye Tots Science Adventure

SCIENCE

Wonder Nana is a grandma scientist. She loves taking her
Amelia and
Parker, to science adventures. They are
Embark on a Science Adventure with Bigeyegrandkids,
Tots’
Science
going on a jungle adventure to watch a hot air balloon festival
from the top of the mountain. Let’s follow them on their
Activity Book which has over 30 hands-on activities
designed
adventures and learn about
the world around us!
This fun and educational book is filled with science
for young learners.
experiments and activities to help children learn more about the
world. Enjoy doing experiments with your child and encourage

ADVENTURE
Book
Science Activity

your little scientist to observe, take data and try again.
Science is all about making guesses and testing them.
BigEyeTOOTS_Booklet (FINAL3.3)-wBleed.pdf 1 12/21/2020 3:50:05 PM

@2020 Pioneer Consulting Limited Liability Partnership
All right reserverd. No part of this book may be reproduced
or utilised in any form or by any means, electronic and
mechanical including photocopying, recording, or by any
information storage and retrieval system without permission
in writing from the Pioneer Consulting Limited Liability.

ISBN 978-981-4942-70-6

In Partnership with

9 789814 942706

Science Activity Book

Storytelling

Follow Wonder Nana, a grandma
scientist, on an adventure with her
grandkids, Amelia and Parker, as they
learn more about the world around us.
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BIGEYE TOTS
BigEyeTOOTS_Booklet (FINAL3.3)-wBleed.pdf 16 12/21/2020 3:52:01 PM

BigEyeTOOTS_Booklet (FINAL3.3)-wBleed.pdf 17 12/21/2020 3:52:08 PM

Drawing Activity

Hands-on Experiment

Drawing activity helps to develop fine
motor skills and encourage visual analysis.

BigEyeTOOTS_Booklet

(FINAL3.3)-wBleed.pdf

Learners experiment with trial and
error, learn from their mistakes,
and try again.

PM
5 12/21/2020 3:51:25

Colouring Activity

Colouring activity will stimulate creativity
and encourage self-expression among
young learners.
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BIGEYE TOTS
BigEyeTOOTS_Booklet (FINAL3.3)-wBleed.pdf 7 12/21/2020 3:51:27 PM

Maze Puzzle

Maze puzzle helps to boost
problem-solving skills and
improve cognitive thought
processes.

Classifying and Sorting

Classifying activities will help young learners
develop a range of thinking skills. It also builds
the foundation for problem-solving.
BigEyeTOOTS_Booklet (FINAL3.3)-wBleed.pdf 11 12/21/2020 3:51:39 PM

Sticker Activities

Young learners use visual scanning to
search for the stickers they want for the
activity. It also helps with fine motor skills.

BigEyeTOOTS_Booklet (FINAL3.3)-wBleed.pdf 21 12/21/2020 3:52:25 PM
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MCE CODING LAB

MCE Coding Lab: ubbu block-based coding
Suitable for for Kindergarten 1 to 2 age 5 - 6

Available on

is a blocked-based coding programme that prepares learners for the future. There are 30 hours
of class time per level to develop logical reasoning, troubleshooting, and creativity. This allows
learners to become capable and informed citizens who can understand, navigate, and participate in
the digital world.
What is UBBU?

UBBU is a blocked-based coding programme that

prepares children for the future. It strives to develop logical
r e a s o n i n g, t r o u b l e s h o o t i n g a n d c r e a t i v i t y .

This allows children to become capable and informed citizens
who can understand, navigate and participate in the digital
world.

benefits every learner with skills of tomorrow.
@MCEducation

After attending
, learners improved their performance in subjects such as Math (17%) and
Logical reasoning (5%).
What is UBBU?

UBBU is a blocked-based coding programme that

prepares children for the future. It strives to develop logical
r e a s o n i n g, t r o u b l e s h o o t i n g a n d c r e a t i v i t y .

This allows children to become capable and informed citizens
who can understand, navigate and participate in the digital
world.

What is UBBU?

UBBU is a blocked-based coding programme that

prepares children for the future. It strives to develop logical
r e a s o n i n g, t r o u b l e s h o o t i n g a n d c r e a t i v i t y.

Why

This allows children to become capable and informed citizens
@MCEducation

who can understand, navigate and participate in the digital
world.

Easy
Implementation

?
Framework and
Standards

@MCEducation

• Designed for
• Aligned to CSTA,
teachers with no prior
UN Sustainable
experience in coding.
Development Goals.
• Available online or
• STEAM focus.
offline.
• Cultivate 21st century
W
h
a
t
i
s
U
B
B
U
?
• Guided learning path
competencies and
fora learners.
skills.
UBBU is
blocked-based coding programme
that

p r epares children for the future. It strives to develop logical

User-friendly
Programme

Focus on
Learners

• Comprehensive lesson
plans for teachers.
• Interactive lesson
content with videos,
stories and games to
engage learners.
• Recommended for
K to Grade 6.

• Understand individual
learner's learning
journey with data.
• Summative assessment
to check understanding.
• Certificate of
achievement for each
completed level.

reasoning, troubles hooting and creativity .

T h is allows children to become capable and informed citizens

Enables learners to follow
their teacher’s screen or finish
their task

and engaging
who canFun
understand,
navigate multimodal
and participate in the digital
learning activities
world.

Downloadable
lesson plan

@MCEducation

BENEFIT

Instruction guide
to help teachers to
conduct a lesson

For teachers:
✓ Easy-to-teach programme even with no prior coding experience.
✓ Detailed and ready-to-use lesson plans.
✓ Ready solutions, topics for discussion and learner's performance data.
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